
Polar Light Technologies Continues to Build Future

LEDköping with the Recruitment of Lisa Rullik

As Polar Light Technologies grows their sophisticated microstructures in the lab, they

also grow their competent team with another key role. It is with great pleasure that Lisa

Rullik is welcomed on board in the role as Chief Technology Officer.

In connection with the recent success of Polar Light Technologies, the company continues to

expand its organization. The dedicated technology team is now complemented with a

full-time CTO position. In the new role, Lisa Rullik is recruited. With extensive experience

and competence within PLT's technology and strategy, the role fits her like a glove.

- In Lisa's well-filled backpack, we find a PhD in physics from Lund University and

four years as a patent attorney. This experience in intellectual property is extremely

valuable for a deep tech company like Polar Light Technologies, which has a high

demand on transforming the scientific solutions into commercial assets, says CSO and

founder Per-Olof Holtz.

Peter Nilsson, CEO, believes that the recruitment of Lisa is the next necessary step for Polar

Light Technologies. The new role is highly anticipated and will allow for even better

optimization of the team's resources and to reach the company’s goal of full RGB microLED

displays. With the CTO on board, the pace of development will increase, and parallelization

in several development tracks can begin. The team has known Lisa for almost two years, as

she was deeply involved in the company's intellectual property management and strategy

work. It is a perfect match that creates new working conditions for the growing organization.

- We are particularly pleased to have successfully recruited Lisa to lead our large and

highly skilled technical development team. With her extensive knowledge within

intellectual property, she will bring great strategic value to Polar Light Technologies

and accelerate our development towards production-ready applications. We’re excited

to have Lisa join in October, says Peter Nilsson.
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